The quenching of photoluminescence by foreign absorbing substances may be described by the following, well-known expression, obtained by FÖRSTER as well as by other authors independently 2 > 3 :
The quenching of photoluminescence by foreign absorbing substances may be described by the following, well-known expression, obtained by 
r]/r]0 denotes the relative yield of the donor's photo luminescence, Ca -the acceptor's concentration, and COA -the critical acceptor's concentration. Expression (1) has been derived assuming a statistical distribution of the donor's (D) and acceptor's (A) molecules in the solution and an energy transfer from the excited molecule D* to A by the quantum mechanical resonance with FÖRSTER'S 4 dependency of the rate constant for this process: / CD A ~ where R is the distance between the interacting molecules D* and A.
In a more general theory of the influence of concentration on the photoluminescence of solutions, recently we have obtained the following expression for the relative quantum yield of the donor's photoluminescence:
where 
y=5.
It seems that the conditions for this transfer of excitation, consisting of several stages, may be satisfied in photosynthetic systems and also in chromoproteins 5 > 6 .
Also in the case of the quenching of photoluminescence by foreign absorbing substances the existence of this kind of energy transfer has been proved experimentally 7 > 8 .
Expression (3) may be applied for the description of luminescent systems, for which the condition (7) is not satisfied, and moreover especially for the description of the concentration quenching (self-quenching).
Assuming, that dimers (D2) are responsible for the concentration quenching, then expression (3) may be applied for the description of the concentration dependence of yield if the quantity yA is substituted by the corresponding quantity yv2 • Generally yv yo2 , though simultaneously with the increase of the concentration, 7d2 increases too, but the inequality (7) is not satisfied, even for very great concentration.
The complete theory of the influence of the concentration on the photoluminescence of solutions, which includes the problem of depolarization is being prepared.
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